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Cattle on Feed 

The Cattle on Feed report released last Friday showed a stark contrast to a year ago. The 

expectations were for sharply higher placements and higher marketings following the 

COVID-19 disruptions in the latter part of March of 2020. The actual placements and 

marketings were slightly below the trade expectations, and the resulting on-feed total of 11.9 

million head was slightly below the trade expectation also. The futures market response was 

positive despite corn being higher. 

 

Texas stands out a little as not having quite as strong of an increase in inventory on-feed as 

the other largest feedlot sates. The weight breakdown is hard to decipher; or there does not 

seem to be any major pattern standing out. The heifer mix on feed is up slightly from a year 

ago and down slightly from last quarter. As an indicator it is probably not subject to the same 

swing as the placement total. However, it is not sending a strong signal as to expansion nor 

contraction. 

 

The feed situation continues to be disruptive. Beginning next week there will again be weekly 

pasture and range conditions available – giving a glimpse into the ability to achieve gains 

away from grains. Mid-May also brings a look at the ending hay stocks situation. Corn prices 

continue to increase, both for old crop and new crop. The May-December price spread has 

widened to over $1.00 per bushel again. However, as the overall levels have increased the 

opposite has happened to feeder cattle prices. While all feeder cattle prices have fallen 

recently, the nearby futures prices are at a sharp discount to the deferred months. This shows 

up in the gross feeding margins (or cattle crush calculations) as the nearby margins have been 

widening out and the deferred margins have stayed in a wide range in recent weeks. In other 

words, feedlots have seen feeder cattle futures prices decline by more than corn futures prices 

have increased. 

 

Managing risk in this setting may involve trying to hedge some combination of live cattle, 

feeder cattle and corn. The corn market has seen a very sharp increase in prices and in the 

implied volatility. During quiet periods, the volatility will range from 25-30 percent for corn. 

This last week it has been 35-40 percent. The implication is to drive up the cost of buying call 

options on corn. Feedlots may also try to pass on that cost by bidding less for feeder cattle. 

The implied volatility for feeder cattle itself is also higher, but not to the extent observed in 

the corn market. Thus, feedlots may still find call options on feeder cattle to be reasonably 

priced. However, corn or other feed prices will still be a source of risk. For output prices, 

feedlots looking to sell live cattle will find the volatility has increased for the nearby months, 

but it remains low for deferred months. Those with feeder cattle to sell face a short-run 

challenge, but those that can delay selling may be able to capture a rebound in price or 

improved returns buy looking at non-corn inputs. 
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The Markets 

The markets finished sharply lower for the week. In the cash trade, fed cattle were lower 

while boxed beef prices were higher. Feeder cattle prices were lower across weight classes 

and locations. Cattle futures prices were mostly lower, with the deferred live cattle months 

steady. Cash corn was higher, as were futures prices across the board. 

 

 
  

  Week of Week of Week of 

Data Source: USDA-AMS Market News   4/23/21 4/16/21 4/24/20 

5-Area Fed 

Steer  

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $121.36  $122.03  $96.69  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $192.11  $195.54  $154.31  

Boxed Beef 

Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $280.19  $273.42  $272.33  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $8.73  $5.91  $12.38  

700-800 lb. 

Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $147.84  $149.87  $129.94  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $150.32  $151.78  $133.17  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $138.04  $144.28  $123.47  

500-600 lb. 

Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $182.56  $185.82  $163.88  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $177.80  $180.26  $163.44  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $168.12  $172.16  $151.86  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $6.51  $5.91  $3.04  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $212.50  $207.50  $190.00  

 

 

 

 

 


